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 We are pleased to announce the Toshiyuki Konishi exhibition Human Behavior on view 

from August 23rd to September 20th, at ARATANIURANO.

 

 Toshiyuki Konishi (b.Hiroshima,1980) paints his family, and other familial subjects. The 

figures, and their features, are painted in symbolic form and from multiple angles. 

The broad brush strokes sculpt the light and bodies in vivid and rich. The anonymity 

provided by this painting method    it could be anytime, anywhere, anyone   yet at the same 

time the painter's relationship with his subjects, as well as their mutual psychological 

conflicts, are maintained, complexity intact within the paintings, and that's the unique 

phenomena of his work.

 Konishi's recent illustrious activity, including his solo show Crazy for Painting : aM project 
2012 vol.5 (2012, gallery αM, Tokyo), and participation in current group shows Nostalgia & Fantasy: 
Contemporary Art, its Imagination and Origins (2014, NMAO The National Museum of Art, Osaka), and 

The Way of Painting (2014, Tokyo Opera City Art Gallery, Tokyo), have served excellent testament 

to the transformations in his paintings and drawings.

　

 His undulating brush strokes in portraiture are at once bold while yet suggesting a direct 

channel towards geometric laws. In his previous solo show, One as All  (2009, ARATANIURANO, 

Tokyo), the backgrounds were muted into darkness, but in this show they writhe, heaving 

as the monochromatic figures gradually show the tranquility of being engulfed in these 

vibrations, in a distillation of constituent painting elements. The paintings reveal the 

characters captured, the behaviors of intimate family members, actions only shown to 

people who they reveal themselves in front of   the paintings suggest such very human, 

primitive and psychologically anonymous acts themselves as a new formative thesis. By 
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all manner of transformation, anonymity has become a necessity, and the screen has 

become the new painting space.

 As the title of this solo show Human Behavior, Konishi says about his current production, 

"To look at human acts as they are. To paint begins with a behavior without cause, and 

then discovering the conception later". As the repeated instantaneous impulsive acts of 

splashing on and wiping off paint unconsciously knot the inevitable relations with motifs, 

perhaps unique logics are born to conceive the synchronicity Konishi searches for on his 

screens. Maybe his work, created thus, have begun a process of equipping an essential 

allure not only as "portraits" but also as "paintings".

 This show will present 8 new works.

 We hope this information finds you well and that you will cover this exhibition in your 

media.
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